The 2021 P4G Seoul Summit kicked off for a two-day run in a virtual ceremony at Dongdaemun Design Plaza (DDP) in Seoul on May 30. The first-ever climate change summit to be held in Korea was

2021 P4G Seoul summit opens in cutting-edge virtual event; world leaders express resolve for climate change response

WEST ORANGE, NJ - RWJBarnabas Health has joined the growing coalition pledging to advance diversity and inclusion in the workplace.

rw/barnabas health pledges commitment to diversity and inclusion

Zai Lab obtains the right to develop and exclusively commercialize adagrasib in mainland China, Hong Kong, Macau and Taiwan. Mirati to receive an upfront payment of $65

mirati therapeutics and zai lab enter into a collaboration to develop and commercialize adagrasib in greater china

Europe food grocery retail market is anticipated to augment at a CAGR of around 4 during the forecast period increasing focus on employers change in retail structuration development of private

europe food and grocery retail market share 2021: trends, key players, industry analysis and report 2021-2027

In the past year of navigating an unprecedented pandemic, organizations rapid technological change. Many companies quickly started investing in and practicing Agile development methods.

leading future-ready organizations

“Too often, organizations ignore the latter Ohio-based WorkProud which focuses on change management and the development of employee engagement strategies. He points out that providing

the role of organizational leaders in building employee engagement

To make any permanent significant change to the organizational creating opportunities for growth and development. An important consideration is that organizations exist in an ever-changing

organizational culture drives (safety) performance

On 19 May 2021, the financial industry taskforce of Singapore (known as the Green Finance Industry Taskforce (GFIT)) released guidelines on climate-related disclosures and a white paper on green fintan

raising the bar on green finance in singapore: the latest framework and guidelines

“A main concern for us is that the plan doesn’t suggest strategy but rather snippets of thoughts randomly placed throughout the document on particular goals,” said Tracy Dodson, economic development

memo: city economic development director has several concerns over 2040 comprehensive plan

Driving organizational structure changes is a crucial function that a Culture And Leadership Development The CEO is the ultimate commander-in-chief who can hire new leaders, promote new talent

four crucial tasks no ceo should ever delegate

The Paris Agreement has denoted 2.7 degrees Fahrenheit of change as a benchmark of global warming to avoid. Although one year of reaching that level of warming does not mean the Paris Agreement has

united nations report shows that climate change is accelerating

Collective power and support in achieving universal climate change education were at the heart of the second meeting of Education International’s Climate Network.

education international’s climate network showcases powerful union responses to climate change

Citizen developer programs can help companies innovate by encouraging more people within the organization to create new applications using low-code or no-code development tools. In a recent

citizen developer programs: how to build them and why companies should

“The combination of Ryan’s passion for the region, and his background in government advocacy, economic development organization where people

feel comfortable coming to create meaningful

harrisburg regional chamber will have a new leader for the first time in 2 decades

Docker provided warnings about the change, but not everyone heeded and the lower layers of the software that come into the organization, and development should have control to put software

what to look for (and look out for) in container registries

Our Ph.D. in Social-Organizational Psychology is designed for full-time graduate students who desire fundamental education and skill development in the science skills necessary for managing and

social-organizational psychology

Prior to joining Camping World, Mr. Balch Olson held various positions focusing on engagement, change management and organizational development, while serving as Senior Manager of Learning and

camping world announces appointment of vice president of learning and development

A coalition of multilateral development The organization is helping to develop a growing pipeline of investments to restore land, create jobs and build resilience to climate change in the

african countries commit to double agricultural productivity as development banks and partners pledge over $17 billion to increase food security

Appian has grown its staff significantly to more than 1,500 team members, even as its workforce shifted to an entirely remote operation.

how one tech company is fueling a culture of growth, innovation and d&i during the pandemic: exec q&a

In this opinion piece, Tom Grumbly with SoAR and Chris Novak with CropLife America discuss the need for increased funding for food and agriculture.

opinion: it’s time to step up our investments in rural america and agriculture

he points to the need for flexibility in technology development and management. “Change to me is a digital skill,” says Schuerman. “It’s a skill that an organization needs to grow. It’s a skill

emerging technology superpower: change and build applications at the speed of business

Corporate training and development used to be pretty to get bigger as the pace of business and technology change accelerates. Organizations that can assess needs, quantify them and roll

training must look different in pandemic’s wake

“The product has superior tools for user experience (UX) development OutSystems has achieved global scale while helping organizations change the way they develop applications.

outsystems recognized as ‘the developers’ choice - and an si darling’ in latest industry analysis

After more than a decade with Calgary Economic Development was able to be a CEO who took that organization through an enormous existential change and... got it to a very high-performing

mary moran retires from post as ceo of calgary economic development

In order to make RICS a twenty-first century membership organization, we needed wholesale change across product dissemination of best-practice advice, and the development of software products to

adobe summit 2021 - turning a face-to-face organization into a digital-only business at ric

Governments, international organizations “Inequality threatens long-term social and economic development, hampers poverty reduction initiatives, and the COVID pandemic along with climate change

A coalition of multilateral development The organization is helping to develop a growing pipeline of investments to restore land, create jobs and build resilience to climate change in the